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US science retaliation for exposing
high temperature fraud in
sonoluminescence ignored by DOJ
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Summary:
USDOJ avoids investigation of the theft of my PC computer containing
False Claims Act information in exposing the fraud in claims of high
temperature sonoluminescence
For_Immediate_Release:
US science has promoted sonoluminescence (SL) as a source of high
temperature in the collapse of water vapor bubbles in sonofusion and
sonochemistry. In sonofusion, bubble collapse was recently claimed to
initiate nuclear fusion at 10 million degrees; whereas, in sonochemistry,
false claims of 50,000 to 100,000 degrees are made. The high SL
temperatures are the artifact of erroneous computer simulations that treat
the water vapor as non-condensable gas. But during collapse, the vapor
condenses without any change in temperature, and therefore US science
is responsible for perhaps the greatest hoax in the history of science –

that bubbles collapse at temperatures from 50,000 to 10 million degrees.
Section 3733 of the False Claims Act (FCA) permits USDOJ
investigation of retaliation against whistleblowers in the prosecution of
FCA actions. On 4 June 2004, I traveled to Europe via Hong Kong.
Before leaving the US on 1 June 2004, I filed FCA action 04cv0813 in
the Western District of Pennsylvania. The FCA complaint alleged Leo P.
Kadanoff of the University of Chicago on 18 March 2004 made false
claims of high SL temperatures in a talk at the University of Pittsburgh.
Speaking for US science, Kadanoff claimed SL temperatures of 100,000
degrees while approving the erroneous computer simulations supporting
false SL high temperatures.
On 13 June 2004 at the Mt. Davis youth hostel in Hong Kong my PC
was stolen, the theft documented in Hong Kong police report WRN
04009802. The computer was placed in a locker and padlocked. Later
when I returned, the lock was broken and my PC was gone. Since my PC
computer was old and had no economic value while the Japanese living
in the dormitory left their expensive PC’s out in the open which were not
stolen, it is obvious my PC was stolen for the files of SL related US
patent applications and ongoing FCA actions.
My investigation of the theft showed 2 persons of Indian descent holding
British passports - Amit Shaw and Ravi Patel – were the likely suspects.
Indeed, one Japanese tourist told me that when he and his mainland
Chinese friend left the hostel, Shaw and Patel were the last in the room.
This is important because the lock could not have been broken when
others were present. Moreover, Shaw and Patel left the Mt. Davis hostel
on the same day my PC was stolen. Clearly, Shaw and Patel are the
prime suspects in the theft of my PC computer.
Only US science and the SL community who are funded by the US
government for high temperature research have motive for blocking my
SL research and FCA complaints.
In a letter to John Ashcroft on 13 December 2004, I requested that the
DOJ investigate the theft of my PC to determine who directed Shah and
Patel to steal my PC. To date, the DOJ has ignored my request
suggesting the DOJ itself is in complicity with US science in
perpetrating SL as the greatest hoax in the history of science at the
expense of the US taxpayer.
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